
    Verbs:  complete the grid writing the translation in Italian and the infinitive form.

VERB   TRANSLATION in Italian  INFINITIVE FORM
shows   mostra     to show
wears   ___________________  ____________________  
is known   ___________________  ____________________  
dresses   ___________________  ____________________  
portrayed   ___________________  ____________________  
tries    ___________________  ____________________ 
saying   ___________________  ____________________  
is seen   ___________________  ____________________  
called   ___________________  ____________________  
has got   ___________________  ____________________  

    JOIN CHARACTERS and ADJECTIVES.

Gomez   ghoulish   alone   sad

Fester   magnetic   elegant   drunk

butler   miser   stingy   too bad

girl    slow    rude    sorry

boy    multicolored  nervous   stronger

 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

characters

Schede Operative

first scene

DESCRIBE Morticia using the following words:
pale, tall, elegant, polite, happily sad, dressed in black, with long black hair.

second scene

GOMEZ WRITES an ADVERTISEMENT.
Write another ad pretending to look for a gardener.



scene six

third scene

sixth scene

seventh scene

          CIRCLE the right words describing Lurch:

very tall,   dressed in blue,       kind,        good gardener,   
black hair,  very talkative,        ghoulish,       living on the third floor,     
friend,         excellent cook,          uniform,               very experienced
thin,   harpsichord player,       never smiling,             full time butler

           Answer the following questions

1 Where does Gomez meet Jade? ______________________________________
2 Is Jade nice and polite? _____________________________________________
3 What does Jade like? _______________________________________________
4 Where does Gomez meet Leanne? ___________________________________
5 Is Leanne happy to meet him? _______________________________________
6 Does she like cars and reading books? ________________________________
7 Does she want to marry him? ________________________________________

  There are a few things both Morticia and Gomez like. Circle the right preferences.

To cook  to travel  to read books  fog and cold weather

to be happy to read comics to dress multicolored clothes the family 

to smell Colombian cigars’ scent     to walk in the square foreign languages

black  roses to be rude and impolite   to talk gently to live alone  
  

    The Menu in French is very refined. What do you like?

__________________       ____________________        ____________________

__________________        ____________________        ____________________

fourth / fifth scene



eighth scene

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Gomez and Morticia Addams street: ___________________________________
town: __________________________  phone: __________________________

____________________       ___________________        ______________________

____________________       ___________________        ______________________

____________________       ___________________        ______________________

1 Gomez Addams lives in Washington    T  F
2 He is a rich architect       T  F
3 He likes to play with model trains    T  F
4 He is of Castilllian origins      T  F
5 He likes luxury cars       T  F
6 He loves to smoke Brazilian cigars    T  F
7 He doesn’t like to be alone      T  F
8 He looks for a chauffeur, a cook and a gardener  T  F
9 Morticia loves to read romantic books   T  F
10 She is very reserved       T  F
11 Lurch is not very talkative      T  F
12 The food he prepares is Spanish    T  F
13 Esmerelda is very keen on potions    T  F
14 For the baby, she likes the name Saturday   T  F

Esmerelda is Morticia’s mother. Describe her using only the right following words:
young, helpful, old, with long blond hair, dressed in red, short,  anxious,

using bitter potions, herbs and vitamins, tired, a bit “witchy”, Grandmama, aunt.

ninth scene
The Addams come to visit the little baby Wednesday. Lots of them live abroad.

Write the address where Gomez and Morticia live and their names.

Summary - true or false?


